Genetic diagnosis of cancer by fuzzy-rough gene selection and the complementary hierarchical fuzzy classifier.
Gene expression data have extremely high dimensionality with respect to traditional classifiers which causes not to be used efficiently. In this paper a Fuzzy-Rough Gene Selection and Complementary Hierarchical Fuzzy classifier (FRGS-CHF) to classify the gene expression data as a new methodology is proposed. First, some relevant genes are selected using fuzzy-rough attribute selection method. After removing redundant genes, a new complementary hierarchical fuzzy classifier is proposed. The complementary learning mechanism refers to positive and negative learning which are found in the human brain hippocampus. FRGS-CHF is made-up of two parallel hierarchical fuzzy systems; the first is trained with positive samples whilst the other is treated with negative samples. In contrast to many other methods such as statistical or neural networks, FRGS-CHF provides greater interpretability. It does not rely on the assumption of underlying data distribution. Using complementary and hierarchical approaches, the proposed method exploits the lateral inhibition between output classes and considers the problem as a multidimensional problem. Benchmarked datasets are used to demonstrate the validity and advantages of the proposed method over the other existing methods in terms of the accuracy, better transparency, time efficiency together with fewer fuzzy rules and parameters.